ON THE MACLEAY RIVER.

AROUND SMITHSWOOD AND GLADSTONE.

RICH LAND AND Prosperous Farmers.

A MODEL CATHOLIC PARISH.

NUM. II.

[By Our Special Correspondent.]

The wheat was sent up. The men were received, and the wheat was poured over their heads. The men were given 25 cents for every bushel, and they did not have a bit of trouble with the wheat. The men were very satisfied with the wheat, and they did not have a word to say about it. The men were very satisfied with the wheat, and they did not have a word to say about it. The men were very satisfied with the wheat, and they did not have a word to say about it. The men were very satisfied with the wheat, and they did not have a word to say about it.

A FEW REMARKABLE ITEMS OF LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S ATTIRE.

The leaders of fashion.

W. T. WATERS AND CO.

WINTER COMFORTS AND CONVENIENCES.

A few commendable items of ladies' and children's attire.

W. T. WATERS AND CO.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S OXFORDS, KING AND GEORGE STRS.
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